Cell kinetic analysis of mixed populations using three-color fluorescence flow cytometry.
The development of antibodies to DNA-incorporated thymidine analogs has in turn led to the development of flow cytometric techniques for rapidly measuring cell kinetics parameters. More recently, these techniques have been applied to clinical tumor material. One problem with such measurements has been the difficulty of distinguishing malignant cells from coexistent normal cells in the biopsy material. In the present study, the feasibility of selecting out the desired malignant cell population for kinetic analysis from a mixture of cells was tested in vitro. An anticytokeratin antibody was used to discriminate between a mixture of tumor cells (cytokeratin positive) and normal cells (cytokeratin negative). The cell lines chosen for the study, A549 human lung carcinoma cells and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, were pulse labeled with iododeoxyuridine (IdUrd) and sampled every hour up to 16 hours. Selecting out cells from the mixture required the application of three-color fluorescence flow cytometry, which was carried out using the fluorochromes FITC (fluorescein isothionate, green fluorescence, IdUrd-DNA antibody), PE (phycoerythrin, orange fluorescence, cytokeratin antibody), and PI (propidium iodide, red fluorescence, DNA). This allowed single laser excitation. The staining procedure involved incubation with the IdUrd antibodies (specific antibody plus FITC-conjugated second antibody) followed by the cytokeratin antibodies (specific antibody plus PE-conjugated second antibody) and lastly by the DNA stain containing RNase. Two analysis methods of the IdUrd/DNA cytograms were applied: a mid-S window analysis and a relative movement (RM) analysis. Results of the analyses for cells selected out of mixtures were compared with results of cells stained and analyzed separately. A clear separation of the two cell lines could be obtained on the basis of orange fluorescence (cytokeratin content) despite a large overlap of their DNA histograms. By gating on high or low orange fluorescence, almost pure populations of the individual cell types could be selected out for further kinetic analysis. Little difference was seen, with both the mid-S and RM analyses, between cells gated from mixtures or stained separately. It is concluded that this technique is feasible for use on clinical material, provided good cell suspensions can be obtained, leading to the hope of increasing the accuracy of kinetic measurements on human tumors.